
LACUNY Scholarly Communication Roundtable 
Minutes of 1/22/2013 Meeting 

 
Attendees: Jill Cirasella (Brooklyn, co-chair), Maura Smale (City Tech, co-chair), Beth Evans 
(Brooklyn), Alycia Sellie (Brooklyn), Ann Matsuuchi (LaGuardia), Angela Sidman (OLS), Susan 
Vaughn (Brooklyn), Amy Ballmer (Grad Center), Gioia Stevens (Grad Center), Catherine Stern 
(LaGuardia), Steve Ovadia (LaGuardia), Jean Amaral (Queensborough), Alex Berriomatamoros 
(Law) 
 
Reminder about SCRT group on the CUNY Academic Commons. If anyone is interested and 
hasn’t joined: 
http://commons.gc.cuny.edu/groups/lacuny-scholarly-communicationsroundtable/ 
 
 
Agenda 
 
--OA week report back 
--Spring 2013 planning 
--New business? 
 
 
OA Week Report Back 
 
Grad center OA Week event, more people RSVPed than came 
Lots of non-librarians (good!), also cosponsored w/UFS which we think was a good draw 
Perhaps suggestion to partner with nonlibrary units on campus too? 
 
Also remember that only librarians care about OA week, maybe it's okay to have these 
workshops at other times, faculty orientation events, etc. 
Targeting people who have been to events, bring a friend, etc. 
 
So discipline-specific, some are having those conversations, some are not 
Find people on the OA blog, what departments are they in? 
 
Sometimes if administrators get interested they will come to the library, which is one way to get 
the word out 
 
Amy shared that the Grad Center will do video recording if we want, make the request when you 
book the room, might be helpful to reach new people, folks who can't get there 
 
Inserting ourselves into a broader academic publishing world: how about a CUNY university 
press? 
 
Number of faculty who know about open access and the quality of their knowledge has definitely 
grown 
 
Grad student outreach, to the CUNY DSC? Maybe 5 minutes in classes? 
Not even a presentation, but the handout with the octopus, e.g.? 
 
SUNY textbook project discussion, what can we do to start taking steps toward this at CUNY? 
(project website: http://opensuny.org/omp/index.php/SUNYOpenTextbooks/about/description) 

http://commons.gc.cuny.edu/groups/lacuny-scholarly-communicationsroundtable/
http://opensuny.org/omp/index.php/SUNYOpenTextbooks/about/description


 
What about things that are priced differently, other publication models? Doesn't have to be 
always OA with textbooks, real goal is to keep prices low for students 
 
Angela and Susan saw a demo of a platform to pull together public domain works to publish -- 
Biblioboard. Moving toward getting proprietary material as well. Cost pretty low, $5K/year. 
 
Thinking more on what we can do on our individual campuses, whether we move into more 
publication rather than just purchasing, hard to do on small campuses. 
 
Angela shares news about conversation with partnership with Cengage, they are not set up with 
platform to disseminate open textbook content, not ready for ereserves, textbook money could 
have been used for a pilot for this. Maybe not everybody all at once but a campus by campus 
pilot? 
 
Maybe if we can cluster the OA textbook issue within the broader textbooks are too expensive 
issue, that might help move it forward. 
 
So many faculty write textbooks, and the teaching load is so high that it’s probably easier to use 
the books publishers send out. 
 
 
Spring 2013 Planning 
 
Ann and Angela have an idea for an event; OLS has been interested in doing more public 
programming w/practical bent 
 
Ann had been thinking about content farms, changes in online content, publishing and print on 
demand 
What's happening in web publishing? How can we help students find the good content? IL angle 
as well of course 
Demand media, e.g. 
Esp. when searchers enter in a question 
People assume that information lives and is produced in the ways that its always been, but it no 
longer is! 
Sweatshop of content, or AI written content 
 
Could find people who have done research on this, but also could do some research ourselves 
and share it out 
 
Repackaging public domain content  
The scale of all of this, too, much different than before  
 
What kind of thing? Session with reading and discussing? Presentation? Unconferencey? 
 
Talk to other committees, Instruction committee? Of course Emerging Technologies and SCRT 
 
Journalism school too? 
 
What are we hoping people will take away from this? 



New understanding of the topic and impact on librarianship? Ways people could respond to this 
new landscape? 
Something practical and relevant 
 
We could let people know the general topic and then ask for interest level rsvps to see how 
many people 
Could have a speaker then breakout discussions as well, like the dialogues and also critical 
pedagogy events 
 
Volunteers to reach out: 
Maura: LILAC, Barbara Gray @ J School, and Matt Gold @ GC 
Beth: Tinamarie Vella @ J School 
Amy: Internet Research Group @ GC 
Ann: Steve Brier @ GC 
 
Jill will send an email to everyone with links to article Ann found, and also invite everyone to the 
group 
 
Date: day of last LACUNY Executive Council meeting, May 17th? 
 
 
Next Steps 
 

- Event planners to meet in a month, please join us if you’re interested! 
- Plan for a SCRT meeting in the summer to anticipate Open Access week  


